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Jsp will be provided in the final project, and the output is processed by java swing. A registration page will open when the user clicks the button and the output is shown. How can it be done? A: If you are using Internet Explorer you need to use some JavaScript that will create an iframe and populate it with your registration page. You need to know the HTML for your
registration page. It is impossible to give a JSP answer from the limited info you have provided. If I can guess you will need to learn Java Servlets and perhaps Spring MVC. Regardless, you will need to use the web browser's user-agent to determine which technology/framework is being used. In summary: Create a login page. Detect with the user-agent if you are on an
Internet Explorer or Chrome. If you are on a IE load the login page in an iframe. Q: Why is a disposable object still being cleaned-up on a recursion? I use the following statement to show clean-up of an object in my case a popup control: I used this with vb.net, but I would believe it to be some way it works in c#. If I get the control by ID and add a base address to my

method, that will be used for data-binding, calling Page.RegisterRequiresRandomizedPermissions(..) will often throw exception because the code below is not used with any recursion If i use this code before the first time I open the page, it will work a lot better protected void Page_Load(object sender, EventArgs e) { if (base.Page.IsPostBack) { //
RegisterRequiresRandomizedPermissions() // If i will add i this is an exception // If i will not add it, then this Page will be used for data-bindings, which will open the window again } } What is the reason for this? A: Basically there are 3 phases that are run: On page load, OnLoad, OnInit Onload creates the Controls and updates the DataBindings On
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HomeDirectory with Xcode? With Xcode 4.2 Beta 5, when you select "Mac" as your System Configuration, the default home directory is hidden from the user, as shown below. This prevents the user from changing this value, including the value we set in Xcode. How can we prevent this from happening? A: I think you are misunderstanding localization here. The

HomeDirectory is NOT the screen's Localization or language. It is still the English, French, German and so forth. The field is just a dummy field. It is not localized at all. The English string for the field has the value "/Users/USER/Desktop". The French string has the value "/Volumes/My_Mac". Do you know what is the actual 3e33713323
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